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Wireless Digital Communications: Design & TheoryTucson Amateur Packet Radio, 1997

	Digital transmissions are rapidly supplanting analog transmissions in both amateur and commercial radio communications. Digital radio transmissions offer many inherent advantages. Digital techniques allow virtually noise-free transmission of data, messages, control commands, sounds and images to be achieved. Digital transmissions allow...
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iMovie HD & iDVD 5 (Missing Manual)Pogue Press, 2005
The latest versions of iMovie HD and iDVD 5 are, by far, the most robust moviemaking applications available to consumers today. But whether you're a professional or an amateur moviemaker eager to take advantage of the full capabilities of these applications, don't count on Apple documentation to make the cut. You need ...
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Making Your Own TelescopeDover Publications, 2003
Complete, detailed instructions and numerous diagrams for constructing a do-it-yourself telescope. No complicated mathematics are involved, and no prior knowledge of optics or astronomy is needed to follow the text's step-by-step directions. Contents cover, among other topics, materials and equipment; tube parts and alignment; eyepieces, and...
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Langford's Starting Photography, Fourth Edition: A guide to better pictures for film and digital camera usersFocal Press, 2005
If you are serious about learning photography this is the book needed to get started. 

This authoritative classic, written by a leading international photography writer and lecturer has been updated by successful photographer, lecturer and best-selling Photoshop Elements author, Philip Andrews. 

Benefit from his skill,...
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Tele-Visionaries: The People Behind the Invention of Television (IEEE Press Understanding Science & Technology Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
An insider's view into the birth and evolution of television
The engineers and scientists who participated in the invention of television never dreamed of the staggering impact that it would have on society and culture. They were simply trying to bring moving pictures into America's living rooms.     

Tele-Visionaries: The People Behind...
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Sketching the Moon: An Astronomical Artist's Guide (The Patrick Moore Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2011

	For anyone artistically inclined, observing the Moon and attempting to sketch or paint it can easily become a passion. The Moon presents a broad array of tone, texture, and form. Capturing this in a painting or sketch at the eyepiece of a telescope or even with binoculars develops observational skills, leaves a record of the observation, and...
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Art and Design in PhotoshopFocal Press, 2008
Create a dazzling array of effects in Photoshop, from stencils to stained-glass windows, under the professional guidance of photomontage guru Steve Caplin     

       Fancy designing your own classic and contemporary movie posters, books and magazine covers?

Feel like turning your photographs into works by Turner, Matisse and...
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Paint Shop Pro XI for PhotographersFocal Press, 2007
Literally stamped with the approval seal of Corel, this book is more than just a guide to the features of the software.  So many books are aimed at only the introductory level, but this guide explores all the capabilities of Paint Shop Pro Photo XI for digital imaging.

Achieve professional results with this complete and easy-to-follow...
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Philip's Atlas of the UniversePhilips, 2005

	There are many atlases showing features on the surface of the earth, but this book is the only one (in late 1998, at least) to cover the whole universe. Patrick Moore, who has hosted BBC Radio's popular The Sky at Night program for more than 40 years, gives straightforward, though not simplistic, explanations of astronomical...
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Antenna Toolkit, Second EditionNewnes, 2001
"'It has never been easier to transmit and received radio signals than by using this book, which is aimed at beginners and advanced users alike.' Elektor Electronics"     

       Joe Carr has provided radio amateurs and short-wave listeners with the definitive design guide for sending and receiving radio signals with Antenna...
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Langford's Starting Photography, Fifth Edition: A guide to better pictures for digital and film camera usersFocal Press, 2007
You can photograph creatively - from scratch. Dont waste valuable time and money in trial-and-error. Find out now how to create unforgettable pictures with this best-selling, ultimate introduction to photography. Langfords Starting Photography, now in its 5th edition and fully updated with cutting-edge digital methods, is packed with new sections,...
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Flash 10 Multiplayer Game EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2010

	Multiplayer web-based games are more popular than any others, and developing your own is an exciting challenge. But developing multiplayer games is a complex task. There are few resources that explain how to build multiplayer games from the ground up.


	This comprehensive guide is packed with practical examples and insights into...
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